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umomjcTicN

There is a great daal of speculation in medical circles today

about the possibility of being able to replace a diseased organ In 

one human being with the healthy organ of another, so that the 

inflicted parson might live a longer, healthier life. Such a goal 

is indeed a worthy onej ma»y persons die because the/ have 

developed an unhealthy heart, or diseased kidneys, or poorly 

functioning livers. Many more oersons live an unnatural life 

because they possess organs which are not capable of performing 

normally} malfunctioning sense organs, vlsc<rral organs, body 

lisfiis, and so forth. Further, humans are daily subjected to 

injuries vhich raaimo and render useless bodily organs which m a t  

function propsrly if that person is to live a normal life* These 

unfortunate accidents of nature, disease and injury, causo many 

people to die or to live lives of varying degrees of suffering 

and pain* Medical science has date much to cure and relieve 

persons troubled with such afflictions, £rogs have beer* developed 

to cure diseases, ar.d surgeons are able to restore a large number 

of diseased and malfunctioning organa back to hnalth. But we 

must admit that there are many disorders which cannot be touched 

by either the hypodermic needle or the scalpel.

Until same sort of reoair is devised for these damaged organa, 

humans will continue to die and suffer on account of them,

A very obvious answer to these problems would merely be to 

replace an abnormal living structure with sitier an artificial



nonliving organ or else with a normal living one* A living organ 

would naturally have aary advantages over an artificial organ*

Thus, much research follows this line - the replacement of 

unhealthy organs with healthy living ones*

Tin fortunately, the natter is not without it* problems. In 

most cases, the Healthy organs nust cone from another individual) 

an antigen - sntihotly reaction occurs, and t*e rev organ is 

eventually rejected by the host Hedy, Methods have beer developed 

which haapor this rejection phenomenon, but cn»r*iete success has 

not been attained. This thesis deals with an experiment which 

I performed, thinking that I night he »ble to thro-* a new slant 

of light upon this matter. I shall describe the procedure and 

the results of this experiment completely; but first T would like 

to review a few o'* the impartart features of the antigen - antibody 

reaction, upon which iey entire experiment was based,

PAilT I » THR m m *  HSACTIOI

iW TIGER S

An antigen Is defined a substance that stimulates formation 

of antibody within ar an ins 1 snd that can react observably with 

that antibody.* In general, proteins and sorin Holds and

*Philip L, Carpenter, Immunology and Serology (Philadelphia,
1965), p* 21*



polysaccharides have baen found to behave in this manner*

Antigens have b an found to possass tha following charac

teristics!

1.) Antigens generally possess a molecular weight of 

10,000 or <rreater,

2.) Antigens usually possess a large molecular surface*

3*) These substances are usually not antigenic in the 

animal froai which they are derived. In exceptional cases, 

this may not be true. Erythrocytes constitute a conraon 

exception and portions of brain, Ians, or other tissues 

remote from the bloodstream may also be antigenic within

a species. The antibodies produced in this case are 

called auto-antibodies, and the immunising process is 

called auto-immunisation.

ti.) Species specificity is the immunologic property 

characteristic of the serum and cellular antigens of 

each species. Proteins are good antigens) they possess 

many chemical groups or radicals and tend to differ 

markedly from one species to another. Proteins of 

different species differ in varying degrees, and to the 

extent that they differ, species soeeifleity is observable 

in immunological reactions between these species.

Likewise, proteins show slight differences even among the 

members of the saiao species. It is believed today that there is 

no such thing as a species protein. The protein of one species



which is accurately described in a technical journal doe? not 

exist. The recorded properties of this protein are actually 

only the average of all the chemical and physical properties 

observed in a protein of this typo. Thus, antigen differences 

exist between members of the same snecies. This is an imoortant 

factj it is this fact which accounts for the rejection of 

transplants made from one animal to another animal of the same 

species.

As sug?*ested, nroteins form the most common class of 

antigenic substances. Flood proteins, organ proteins, ensymes, 

and hormones are all capable of aroducing antibodies in a living 

animal | thua, they are all antigens. '’uclooprotains also elicit 

antibody production* however, it aooears that only the protein 

portion of the nncleoorotein is responsible for doing this.

There seems to be no evidence that nucleic a d d  Itself can act 

as an antigen.

Soma lipids and some nolysaceharldes can act as antigens. 

Tholr l^uortance is great in studies of bacterial diseases, 

because they may constitute a major part of the organism. In 

this experiment, however, it dees not seem as if their influence 

would be significant, hat m  are mainly concerned with is 

protein antigens, as will be evident later.

ANTIBODIES

Qeneral. Antibodies are serum globulin proteins which have 

been modified so as to react specifically with the corresponding



antigens.^ An antigen rnust ordinarily be introduced beyond the 

epithelial tissues in order to produce antibodies. Injection of 

antigens introoeritoneally or intravenously into the experi

mental animal will bring about abundant production of these 

antibodies. The antibodies are released into the circulation 

of the experimental animal after several days; the antibody 

concentration then decreases ranidly unless further injections 

of antigens are administered. This antibody production is 

termed primary response if only one injection of antigen is 

given.

The following graph gives a good representation of the 

production of antibody in a rabbit following a single intravenous 

injection of killed Salmonella.-

^3ene' J. Hubas, Bacterial and Mycotic Infections of Man 
(Philadelphia, 19U8), p. 12o.

^Carnenter, p# 110.



A second injection of antigen will result in a acre rapid 

formation of antibody, the peak attained is greater, and the 

antibody will persist for a longer ties* This is called secondary 

response, and is typified by the following graph:'1
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The sudden secondary rise in antibody concentration produced 

by a second injection of the same antigen after some tine is 

called the specific anamnestic reaction* Specific anamnestic 

concentrations are maintained for long periods of tins*

Production of Antibodies. At one time it was believed 

that the reticulo-endothelial system bore the entire burden of 

producing antibodies. Karly experiments in which reticulo

endothelial cells were '’blocked'* or injured seemed to confirm

the participation of these cells in antibody production.-'

4bld.

*Ibi1.



In 1939, Sabin^ made soas histologie studies which seemed 

to implicate cells of the reticilo-endothelial system In antibody 

formation. These cells vere Kiiopfer cells in the liver and 

macroohages in the spleen. Later work by Hartley s?erj»d to 

confirm the findings of Sabin.7 Lymph node cells have also 

giver evidence of producing antibodies*

In 19143, Bjorneboe end Gormsen suggested the participation 

of plasma cell® in antibody formation. Mossal nublish°d an article 

in 196k which confirmed the participation of these plasma cells.^ 

His work has sho^n that when an antigen cosies in, plasma cell 

format ion by the retleulo-er.dothelial system is stimulated. Raeh 

plasma cell turns out just one antibody at a time. Fossal's 

work suggested farther that the mere contact of a given antigen 

and a given plasma cell signals IN A in the rell nucleus to start, 

directing production of the antibody. This is contradictory to 

th~ older •'template* theory which hypothesised that the antigen 

actually enters a plasma cell and forms a template from which 

a complementary antibody ia formed.

These antibody-producing plasma cells are located in various 

organs, particularly the soleen and lymph nodes.

7.

^F. R. Sabin, Journal of Experimental Medicine (1939) 
70167-82.

7Ibld.

l<̂0. Nossal, "How Cells Nake Antlboiies,’' Seientiflo 
American, CCIX (December, 196fj), 106-1?.
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* AUTIQSi «4N TIBODT KSACTICHS

General. The anti gen-antibody reaction usually consists of 

two definite stages. The primary stage consists of union of 

^  antigen and antibodyj the secondary stage consists of some readily

observable physical change. The secondary change may manifest 

itself as one of the following! precipitation, complement fixation, 

anaohylaxis, agglutination, lysis, or phagocytosis. These reactions 

can be observed by a variety of procedures used both in vivo and 

in vitro.

Recently, methods have been developed which permit the 

quantitative chemical analysis of precipitates formed by mixtures 

of reacting antigens and antibodies. These procedures, described 

by Heidelberger and his associates,^ made It oossible to describe 

antigen-antibody reactions precisely and provided aw objective 

basis for en hypothesis of the mechanism of reaction between antigen 

and antibody.

The most common quantitative method Is based on the Kjeldahl 

procedure for determining the nitrogen composition of protein,

A known amount of antigen is oermitted to precipitate an unknown 

quantity of antibody. The nitrogen composition of the precipi

tate is determined, ard then the quantity of antibody nitrogen 

^  precipitated can be determined by subtracting the known quantity

of antigen nitrogen from the known amount of precipitate nitrogen.

9Carpenter, p, 151,
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T'ha variation in composition of the antigen-antibody 

precipitate is illustrated by the following graph**0

*e
5

t
s
4*

sc

Mg. egg albumin antigen S added per ml. serum

Rate of Reaction - Primary Stage. Evidence indicates 

that the primary stage of the antigen-antibody reaction is 

ranch faster than the secondary stage. Antibody concentration 

affects the rate of reaction, whereas moderate temparature 

change does not seem to have any profound effect. Reaction is 

so complete at low temperature that higher temoeratures do 

£  not have the opportunity to be advantageous. Reactions above

*°Duhas, p. 122



55®c aro inhibited} this can be attributed to orotein denature- 

tion. Also, s me antigen-antibody complexes are known to 

dissociate at higher temperatures* In general, though, the 

temperature does not seem to have any great influence on the 

rate of initial reaction between antigens and antibodies*

Specificity* Antigen-antibody reactions show extreme 

specificity. This specificity can be accounted for in a manner 

analogous to the soecificity of enzyme-substrate reactions; that 

is by the presence of highly polar radicals, Coulomb attraction, 

hydrogen bond formation, or van der /aals attraction* A 

lock-and-key hypothesis has been oroposed, in which the 

tertiary structure of antigen and antibody is an important 

factor. The active groups m  the surface of the molecules 

must be present in a three-dimensional structure which facili

tates interaction.

Secondary Stage. It is agreed that the actual antigen- 

antibody comnlex consists of a network of alternate antigen and 

antibody molecules. The reaction is thus analogous to a 

polymerization reaction, and may be represented thus:

G ♦ A QA

OA ♦ OA GA.QA

GA.OA ♦ OA*OA 0A.1A*aA*GA

etc*

The products continue to combine until particles are formed 

large enough to settle out as a orecioitate. The precipitation 

particles may possess a variety of three-dimensional configurations.
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AN APHYLAXIS

Up to this point, I have attempted to present a very con

densed account of the aspects of the science of inmwnology which 

are pertinent to my research. There is so much knowledge 

available on this subject today that it would be very easy 

to become side-tracked with extraneous details. I have tried 

to avoid becoming too involved, and have thus not strayed from 

the basic facts concerning antigens, antibodies, and antigen- 

antibody reactions. Now I would like to venture into one of 

these side channels with a brief discussion of the anaphylactic 

reaction.

Anaphylaxis is defined as the shock which an animal 

experiences when it is first sensitised (made to produce anti

bodies) by the injection of antigen and is later reinjected 

with this same antigen.

Production of anaohylaxis involves three stagest

1.) The sensitizing injection.

2.) The incubation or latent period.

3.) The eliciting or shocking injection.

The sensitizing dose depends upon both the antigen and the 

animal used. For small animals, a single injection suffices and 

the amount required may be very small. Although I could find 

the amounts necessary to sensitize many animals, I was unable 

to find any such information concerning the laboratory rat.



The Incubation oc*riod entails the production of anti

bodies by the animal.

The eliciting injection brings about an antigen-antibody 

reaction within the animal. If this reaction disrupts the 

normal functions of the organls», anaphylaxis is said to have 

occurred* In many instances this anaphylactic shock brings 

about the death of the animal.

Just as antigen Injected into a sensitised animal may pro

duce anaphylactic shock, so the injection of antibody into the 

animal which provided the antibody-forming antigen may produce 

anaphylaxis* This occurrence is known as passive anaphylaxis; 

it is this that I was concerned with in my experiment. During 

several stages of my research I wondered If perhaps this reaction 

midit cause the death of my experimental animals* At one point,

I had to modify the plan of my experiment in ordrr that such a 

reaction would not occur, as will be explained later.

TT5SSS TRAN SPIJH TATICN

I would also, at this ?olnt, like to say a few words about 

lntraspecies tissue transplantations.

Transplantations of skin from one site to smother in an 

individual is known as an autograft. This Is a commonplace and 

successful operation.

Transplantation of skin or other tissues or organs from 

one individual to another of the same species (a homograft) is
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almost never successful unless the donor and the recipient are 

genetically identical (e.g. identical twins or members of a 

closely inbred line). The horno"raft reaction is an iaasunolodeal 

phenomenonj it depends uyon antigenic differences that are 

controlled by genes. If the genes of the members of one species 

differ sufficiently, then the rote1ns of one animal will differ 

enough fror those of another *nimal to elicit antibody production 

in that other animal of the sains epocies.

I have presented, then, a very brief description of material 

-'ertaininsr to my experiment. I hare done so hoping that this 

material might serve as a foundation upon which the further 

d e s c rip tio n  of my research might rest. It was necessary for 

me to understand these principles before I could perform my 

experiment, and I have presented them hrre in or^er that my 

comnleted paper ssight reflect the actual sequence of events 

which terminated with my research.

I shall now draw a sketch of the actual laboratory research 

which I performed.

PART II - SXPBRIHgjTAL RESEARCH

QHHF.RAL PLW  AND PURPOSE

The following diagram indicates, better than I could describe, 

the essential features of my experiment.
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A skin 'raft. was to b« transferred from animal A to animal E. 

Animal B would produce antibody 1, which could than ba isolated 

and injected into animal C. Honefully, animal C would produca 

antibody 2, which would ba caoable of reacting with and inacti

vating antibody 1 (now an antigen)* Antibody 2 would be injected 

into animal D, and a akin <?raft would simultaneously be transferred 

from the original animal A to animal D*

As fsst as antibodiea were formed in the oresence of the 

antigens o? the skin of A, antibody 2 would inactivate them.

Thus, the skin graft should not hs rejected as would normally 

be exoooted.

I had originally planned to use only three ai.imals: A, B, 

and 0. Antibody 2 would ba Injected back into animal B, and 

animal B vould receive the second graft. However, rather than 

risk the death of animal B due to passive anaphylactic shock,

I decided to use one more animalj animal B would not die of 

anaphylaxis because the original antibody-forming antigens were 

not provided by this animal.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Qeneral. In this experiment, I chose to use white rats as 

my test animals. Laboratory pats are relatively eaay to work 

with and to care for, and there is a great deal of information 

available describing techniques which are used with these 

animals. One book which I found to be especially useful In this



respect was The Rat in Laboratory Investigation, by Farris and 

Griffith.

I began this experiment with sixteen rats: eight males 

and eight females. As I would need four rats for each experi

ment, I was able to perform four separate experiments. Before 

beginning my research, I arranged the rats into the following 

groups:

R B c D

(fx'cer-i'men/h 1 Cf 9 Cf 9

3. 9 c f or 0*

SxperDnO’rf -3 cf 9 cf

Cxperimeni H 9 cf c f 9

Ear markings were used to distinguish the rats.

The rats were arranged like this for a purpose. Previous 

experiments have shown that when making skin grafts on rats or 

mice, sex can be a very important f a c t o r . T h a t  is, in inbred

Katsh, Talraage, and Katsh, "Acceptance or Rejection of
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strains, hctaografta of skip are secepted with the sole exception 

that mele skin graft* are rejected by the female. Arranged 

as they vnre, I would be able to tell as soon as I made the 

first -froft whether or not the rats with which I was working 

were* inbred enough to invalidate my experiment. A H  of the 

initial grafts were rejected} the rats were not of similar 

enough genetical constitution then to interfere with the normal 

rejection process.

laboratory Procedure. Grafts from A to B. I prepared 

four dishes of Ringer1s solution* which I placed in the refrig

erator. Animal Al was anesthatiaed, and its back was shaved 

and disinfected. I removed a natch of akin approximately 

1 ©r)2 fro^ this animal, and immdlate!y placed it Into the cold 

Ringer*a solution in the refrigerator. Animal A1 was sewed up 

and returned to its cage, Animal B1 was immediately ;>repar*d in 

the same manner aa Al was, and a similar patch was reeved from 

its neck region. The pateh of skin frors Al was sowed into place on 

animal 81, and this animal was then returned to its cage. This 

procedure was repeated for the other threo groups.

On the first day following this operation, the skin grafts 

presented a darkened aopearanca. rfith eich succeeding day, the 

grafts took cm a slightly darker color. After eight days, they 

did not appear to be living, and on the tenth day they were 

obviously rejected.

Kale Skin by Ieologous Female Mice* Effect of Injection of Soerm." 
Science, vol. Ili3 (January 3, 196b), bl.
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Removal of Antibodias from B Animals, ks antibodies are 

found in the serum fraction of whole blood, X felt that if I 

isolated the serum of animal B, I would have a useful supply of 

antibody 1* I anesthetized the B animal, and made an incision 

In its neck overlying the jugular vein. The left Jugular was 

tied off with thread, and the right jugular was cut. The blood 

which flawed from this cut vessel was then collected in a 

previously sterilised and cooled beaker, ^aing this technique, 

described by Farris and Griffith,12 I was able to obtain approxi

mately 5 cc. of whole blood fro* each animal.

I then proceeded to obtain the serum fraction of this whole 

blood, using a technique described by He pier. ̂  The blood was 

allowed to stand overnight In the refrigerator. On the following 

morning, the blood was centrifuged and the serum was poured off 

into sterile, irraduated tubes. This serum was then stored in the 

refrigerator. The following volumes of serum were obtained!

Animal Voluae of Serum

B1 1.? cc.

B2 2.7 cc.

B3

Bh

2.1 cc.

2.8 cc.

(Snringfield, 1935), pTT*?.'

■^Farris and Griffith, p. 288.

*%pal S. Hepler, Manual of Clinical Laboratory Methods



Injection of Serum into C Animals. On March 3 I Injected 

0*5 cc of this serum into the C enlmals# The injection was mads 

intraperitoaeally, ard the animals were lightly anesthetized to 

facilitate doing this. On March 10, I repeated this injection 

In all of the C animals exeeot for Cl. There was not enough B1 

serum to oermit this one injection. I Injected rat C2 with this 

second Injection first, and then waited several hours to see if 

an anaphylactic shock would occur. None did, so T injeoted 

animals C3 and Cl).

The puroose of this step was to attempt to bring about the 

formation of antibody 2 in animal C, by the injection of antibody 1 

(now an antigen) present in the serum of the B animals.

Removal of Serum fro..* C inl^alg. I obtained blood from the 

C animals in the cans *a»ar as I had obtained it frees the B 

animals. The serum was likewise separated in the sane manner.

The following volumes of serum were obtainedi

Animal Volume of Serum

Cl 2.$ cc

C2 2.6 co

C3 1.25 oc

CU 2.2 'C

Injection of Antibody 2 into D Animals. I felt that antibody 2 

should be present in the bloodstream of the D animals when I made 

the final skin graft, so that it would be spread throughout the 

entire body and would be present to react with antibody 1 »8 it



formed. Thus, I had to u m  a technique which would permit in

jection of antibody 2 directly into the bloodstream of the D 

anInals*

I had two soars rats, so I did a little experimenting with 

them* I tried to make Injections into the tail rein, the femoral 

▼ain, and the jugular rein. I found that the jugular was the only 

vein which would permit easy Injection of the serum. The actual 

technique was found in Farris and Griffith.^ This technique is 

as followsi

Anesthesia is required. The jugular vein is ex
posed) it is entered just above the clavicle, 
the needle nointing toward the animal's head.
By passing through the pectoral muscle at Its 
edge, bleeding is prevented. At the time of 
entering the vein theneedle just erases the • 
u »per edge of the clavicle and is pointed direct
ly backward. The direction of the needle is then 
changed to oolnt toward the head. By moving the 
needle forward and backward it can be shown to 
lie free of both the anterior and posterior 
vein. Because the needle is so near the heart 
injection should be slow, not over 0*5 cc per 
minute.

Grafts to D Animals* On March 19, I made these grafts. A 

patch of skin approximately 1 cm2 was removed from the nape of the 

neck of animal Al. This skin was placed in frosen Singer's solution 

in the refrigerator. Animal D1 was prepared, and the patch was 

transferred to its neck (no grafts were left in the refrigerator 

for more than 10 minutes). After making the graft, I injected

^Farris and Griffith, p* 288*
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0.5 cc of serum containing antibody 2 into the jugular vein of 

this animal, as T have described above.

This procedure was repeated on animals D2, D3, and DU. All 

animals were placed in separate cages following this operation. 

After making this first graft, I observed the rets dally.

On March 23, I made another Injection of 0.3 cc scran containing 

antibody 2, intraperitoneally, into each of the D rats.

PART III - RESULTS 

All of the final skin grafts ’were apparently accented, 

except for the one on Blu The graft on Dk was rejected after 

nine days. The grafts on the other animals, by the ninth day, 

were firmly established. After 17 days, these grafts were 

completely healed and hair was growing on them. They have not 

been rejected as of yet, better than one month from the time 

that they were applied to the D animal.

PAST I? * COKCUTSIdlS 

I do not know exactly how I should interpret these results. 

The grafts would normally have been rejected after approximately 

eight to ten days, as occurred w'th the first grafts that I made 

on the B grojp. Three of the four grafts were not rejected on 

the D animals, so that some new factor was introduced here. I 

had hoped that I would be able to say that these grafts were 

accented as a result of my experimentation j howevar, I cannot 

definitely say that this was the case.



ways:

1.) My experiment was successful, and antibodies were 

not able to form in the 0 group in the presence of the 

antibodies which I produced in the C animals.

2.) I inadvertantly Introduced an unknown factor during 

the course of my experimentation w* ich caused the grafts 

to stay on the D animals.

The second explanation could very possibly be the correct 

one, because it has recently been discovered that the injection 

of antibodies into the bloodstream of a rat will sometimes 

cause an inhibition of production of further antibodies.^ Thus, 

I do not know whether the antibodies which I produced in the G 

animals prevented the rejection nrocess in the D animals, or 

whether the antibodies which were previously present In the serum 

of the C animals were responsible for my results. Had I employed 

control D animals into which I had injected normal C serum, I 

would have been able to tell whether or not the antibodies which 

I produced were more effective than other antibodies already 

present in the serum. Unfortunately, I did not run this type of 

a control group. I had known about this inhibition of antibody 

formation by the injection of other unrelated antibodies, but it

The resalts could be accounted for in one of the following

^Flnkelatein and Uhr, "Specific inhibition of Antibody 
Formation by Passively Administered 193 and 7S Antibody." 
Science, vol. Ili6 (October 2, 196!;), p. 67.
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did not occur to me that I should run these controls until after 

I had cowoleted ths experiment.

vearardlass of th« reasor why I obtained the results that X did, 

I think that th’s line of investigation could present definite 

possibilities. The experiments were not extremely difficult to 

perform} however, I feel that were I to do this a second time, I 

wonId be able to add several refinements to the procedure which 

would present much more meaningful results. I would like to look 

into this matter a little deeper some other time, and try to 

determine whether cr not the principle could be a valuable one.

It would be a tremendous thing if one day doctors s&fht be able 

to transplant a healthy organ into a diseased human being, and 

then sustain it by the periodical administration of antibodies 

such ®s these.

A
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